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Surprised by Grace
Choose the Life You Want
A hauntingly powerful novel about how the choices we make can stay with us forever, by the award-winning author of The
First Fifteen Lives of Harry August and 84K. South Africa in the 1880s. A young and naive English doctor by the name of
William Abbey witnesses the lynching of a local boy by the white colonists. As the child dies, his mother curses William.
William begins to understand what the curse means when the shadow of the dead boy starts following him across the world.
It never stops, never rests. It can cross oceans and mountains. And if it catches him, the person he loves most in the world
will die. Gripping, moving, and thought-provoking, The Pursuit of William Abbey proves once again that Claire North is one
of the most innovative voices in modern fiction. Previous books by Claire North:The First Fifteen Lives of Harry
AugustTouchThe Sudden Appearance of HopeThe End of the Day84KThe Gameshouse Previous books written as Kate
Griffin:Matthew Swift novels:A Madness of AngelsThe Midnight MayorThe Neon CourtThe Minority Council Magicals
Anonymous novels:Stray SoulsThe Glass God

The Arabian Nights' Entertainments
What made the Sopranos finale one of the most-talked-about events in television history? Why is sudoku so addictive and
the iPhone so darn irresistible? What do Jackson Pollock and Lance Armstrong have in common with theoretical physicists
and Buddhist monks? Elegance. In this thought-provoking exploration of why certain events, products, and people capture
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our attention and imaginations, Matthew E. May examines the elusive element behind so many innovative breakthroughs in
fields ranging from physics and marketing to design and popular culture. Combining unusual simplicity and surprising
power, elegance is characterized by four key elements—seduction, subtraction, symmetry, and sustainability. In a
compelling, story-driven narrative that sheds light on the need for elegance in design, engineering, art, urban planning,
sports, and work, May offers surprising evidence that what’s “not there” often trumps what is. In the bestselling tradition of
The Tipping Point, Made to Stick, and The Black Swan, In Pursuit of Elegance will change the way you think about the world.

CSB Everyday Study Bible, Black LeatherTouch
Working mom Michelle Schroeder knows how busy we all are, so she packs a lot of info into this brief, easy-to-read booklet.
You will not only explore the nuts and bolts of Eucharistic Adoration but also discover great reasons and times to enter into
the presence of Jesus in the Eucharist, including: When life is moving fast and you need to be refreshed When you just feel
the need to be with Jesus When you need answers and direction from a loving God When you need focus in prayer When
you’re experiencing spiritual dryness When you need to prepare for the Sacrament of Reconciliation In The Handy Little
Guide to Adoration you will learn, as Michelle did, the life-changing benefits of Eucharistic Adoration.

Patrol Response to Contemporary Problems
You Were Created For This Moment in History! A new breed of revivalist is arising to answer the cry of God’s heart. These
burning ones are calling cities and nations back to the Lord, and challenging societies to be transformed by the power and
love of God. This is your call and mandate! It’s one thing to be counter-cultural and go against the flow of culture. But God
calls us to an even greater way of living by making Jesus the model for everything we do. Join this movement and… Unlock
the blessing of honoring those who have gone before you Experience a powerful prayer-life marked by boldness, confidence
and expectancy Activate the supernatural power of God through healing, signs, wonders, and the prophetic Banning
Liebscher, founder of the Jesus Culture movement, believes that you were positioned at this time in history for this moment.
Discover the blueprint to fulfilling your purpose, living an extraordinary life, and changing the world— starting wherever
God has placed you today!

Room 24
Organized into more than 200 thought- and action-provoking elements—from the importance of clean trucks and bathrooms
to conversations with entrepreneurs creating new markets—Tom Peters, bestselling management guru offers a practical
guide to impractical times. In The Pursuit of Wow!, Tom Peters offers readers the words, the tools, to survive in tumultuous
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business environments. In his groundbreaking book, In Search of Excellence changed the way business does business. Now
it’s time to take the next leap into the cyberstage era. Getting to a place called excellence is no longer the idea. You’ve got
to take that leap, then leap again—catapult their imaginations, blow their mindsets—in a word, wow! them. Once more the
unconventional Peters stimulates corporate thought processes. Along with the best of his columns, Peters includes
questions and rebuttals that come from readers and listeners, as well as his own candid responses. A must-read for every
business person.

America the Anxious
A unique spiritual journey influenced by Hinduism and Buddhism Herman Hesse's Siddhartha tells the story of a young
Brahimin's search for reality after a meeting with the Buddha. This strange and simple story has resonated with millions of
readers looking for enlightenment and a blend of Eastern mysticism and Western psychology. This Xist Classics edition has
been professionally formatted for e-readers with a linked table of contents. This eBook also contains a bonus book club
leadership guide and discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this book with your friends, neighbors and colleagues and
can’t wait to hear what you have to say about it.

In Pursuit of Disobedient Women
Revised & Updated Edition! God is love. Crazy, relentless, all-powerful love. Have you ever wondered if we're missing it? It's
crazy, if you think about it. The God of the universe—the Creator of nitrogen and pine needles, galaxies and E-minor—loves
us with a radical, unconditional, self-sacrificing love. And what is our typical response? We go to church, sing songs, and try
not to cuss. Whether you've verbalized it yet or not, we all know something's wrong. Does something deep inside your heart
long to break free from the status quo? Are you hungry for an authentic faith that addresses the problems of our world with
tangible, even radical, solutions? God is calling you to a passionate love relationship with Himself. Because the answer to
religious complacency isn't working harder at a list of do's and don'ts—it's falling in love with God. And once you encounter
His love, as Francis describes it, you will never be the same. Because when you're wildly in love with someone, it changes
everything. Learn more about Crazy Love at www.crazylovebook.com.

Go Bravely
As a young Christian woman, do you struggle with insecurities and feel bogged down by the pressures and expectations of
society? Do you find it challenging to take care of yourself and be a faithful daughter of God? Emily Wilson Hussem used to
feel the same way. In Go Bravely, the Catholic musician and speaker offers twenty bits of advice that will equip you to
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tackle your deepest concerns about relationships, self-esteem, and dating while strengthening your faith at the same time.
"Sometimes even the smallest acts of living out faith require great bravery." In Go Bravely, Wilson Hussem offers readers
warm and friendly encouragement as she shares her experiences with other young women as their youth minister as well
as her own struggles with insecurity, relationships, loving and forgiving herself, and living her faith. You’ll feel right at home
as she challenges you to be a light in the world while simultaneously offering you easy-to-digest advice on your most
pressing questions. Fresh off figuring out who she is as a daughter of God, how to cultivate healthy friendships, how to save
sex for marriage, and how to develop a prayer life, Wilson Hussem gives you advice about what she learned in the midst of
becoming a young woman. Aware of the information overload that young people face today, she shares simple wisdom for
bravely living your faith, such as: Always be kind to other women. Work hard at what you love. Recognize God's plan for
your life. Remember that nobody is perfect. Cultivate authentic friendships. These are basic ideas, Wilson Hussem says, but
taking care of yourself and loving others are easy tenets of our faith to forget. A book that can be read in short snippets or
in one sitting, Go Bravely offers you the encouragement and tools you need to live out your Christian faith with purpose and
zeal.

CSB Everyday Study Bible, British Tan LeatherTouch
In studying the book of Jonah, Tchividjian highlights the unexpected compassion and relentless grace of God, showing how
this truth impacts how we view ourselves and those around us. Now available in paperback.

The Catholic Runner
Build strength, speed, endurance, and flexibility and learn what it means to be physically—and spiritually—fit. In Grit &
Glory, actor and elite obstacle racer Kaiser Johnson teaches you how to integrate body and soul with traditional training
principles. Whether you are a person of faith looking to increase your level of fitness or a fitness enthusiast looking to
deepen your spiritual life, it’s time to say goodbye to excuses and hello to reaching your goals. Get fit and stay that way!
For men and women at all levels of fitness, Grit & Glory lays out the building blocks for getting stronger and leaner, as well
as growing in virtue and prayer. Johnson shares how to take daily, actionable steps toward an integrated and disciplined
way of life. With real, inspiring, easy-to follow instructions, actual 9, 21, 40 and 90-day workout plans with instructional
photographs, this book will challenge and empower you to increase your fitness and practice your faith like never before.

The Pursuit of William Abbey
Drama-Free Relationships. Do they even exist? Today’s dating scene is more complicated than ever, especially with social
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media, texting, and the endless pressure of the world’s expectations. How can men and women overcome the interior and
exterior battles and discover the love they desire? From “Hey” to “I do”—as well as the inevitable “gray areas” along the
way—Emotional Virtue offers a compelling blueprint for how to thrive in every stage of a relationship—not just survive.

Jesus Culture
Small groups are a great way to promote the spiritual formation of church attendees. But leading them well can be hard
work, especially if you don't have a plan. This practical resource helps pastors and small group point people develop and
implement a 12- to 18-month strategic plan for their ministries in order to keep it healthy and growing. Developed at
Saddleback Church, this completely customizable plan works for any church size and any denomination. Readers answer 22
questions that help them understand their vision, the purpose of their ministry, and how to connect members, grow
numerically and spiritually, measure progress, develop leaders, create opportunities to serve, and much more. By the time
they're done, readers will have developed their own personalized planner for the next year to 18 months so that they can
feel prepared, confident, and purposeful about their small group ministry.

Chasing Perfect
Over the past fifteen years, small groups have become a vital way to build community in large churches. Nowhere has this
been more apparent than at Saddleback Church. Now Steve Gladen, pastor of small groups at Saddleback, shares the
secrets of that ministry's incredible success in creating small groups with purpose. This practical book walks church leaders
through the questions they need to answer to develop their own intentional small group strategy. Built around the most
commonly asked questions, Small Groups with Purpose outlines the step-by-step process of creating a successful small
group ministry. Because it is built upon principles and not methods, this plan can be implemented in any size church. Each
chapter ends with a list of questions for readers to answer to help them assess their current situation and their desires for
the future. Personal stories, Scripture, and examples ground the discussion and show the system in action. Pastors and
small group leaders will find this book instrumental in making small groups work in their churches.

Overwhelming Pursuit
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * More than one million copies sold! Essentialism isn't about getting more done in less time.
It's about getting only the right things done. Featuring the new Essentialism 21-Day Challenge * "A timely, essential read for
anyone who feels overcommitted, overloaded, or overworked."--Adam Grant Have you ever: * found yourself stretched too
thin? * simultaneously felt overworked and underutilized? * felt busy but not productive? * felt like your time is constantly
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being hijacked by other people's agendas? If you answered yes to any of these, the way out is the Way of the Essentialist.
Essentialism is more than a time-management strategy or a productivity technique. It is a systematic discipline for
discerning what is absolutely essential, then eliminating everything that is not, so we can make the highest possible
contribution toward the things that really matter. By forcing us to apply more selective criteria for what is Essential, the
disciplined pursuit of less empowers us to reclaim control of our own choices about where to spend our precious time and
energy--instead of giving others the implicit permission to choose for us. Essentialism is not one more thing--it's a whole
new way of doing everything. It's about doing less, but better, in every area of our lives. Essentialism is a movement whose
time has come.

Essentialism
The CSB Everyday Study Bible is an accessible and easy-to-carry study Bible featuring concise study notes crafted from the
award-winning Holman Study Bible, as well as features and foundational study helps to help in Christians to grow in their
faith. This CSB Study Bible for men and women is a size that can be easily carried in a backpack, large purse, or briefcase to
equip readers with a “go-anywhere,” everyday life study Bible to foster daily engagement with God’s Word. The CSB
Everyday Study Bible is ideal for deep bible study, daily reading and to use with your devotionals. This men’s and women’s
study Bible includes a presentation page, book introductions, concise CSB Bible study notes, articles from leading Bible
scholars, 99 “Essential Truths” of the Christian faith, 30 Bible character profiles, 21 charts and illustrations, Two-column
text, 9.5-point type size, Smyth-sewn binding, Ribbon marker, Concordance, and Full-color maps. Available in British tan
and black leathertouch (similar to an imitation leather Bible). The CSB Everyday Study Bible features the highly readable,
highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The Christian Standard Bible stays as literal as possible to the
Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming message
and to share it with others.

To the Ends of the Earth
In her attempts to juggle work and family life, Brigid Schulte has baked cakes until 2 a.m., frantically (but surreptitiously)
sent important emails during school trips and then worked long into the night after her children were in bed. Realising she
had become someone who constantly burst in late, trailing shoes and schoolbooks and biscuit crumbs, she began to
question, like so many of us, whether it is possible to be anything you want to be, have a family and still have time to
breathe. So when Schulte met an eminent sociologist who studies time and he told her she enjoyed thirty hours of leisure
each week, she thought her head was going to pop off. What followed was a trip down the rabbit hole of busy-ness, a
journey to discover why so many of us ?nd it near-impossible to press the 'pause' button on life and what got us here in the
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?rst place. Overwhelmed maps the individual, historical, biological and societal stresses that have ripped working mothers'
and fathers' leisure to shreds, and asks how it might be possible for us to put the pieces back together. Seeking insights,
answers and inspiration, Schulte explores everything from the wiring of the brain and why workplaces are becoming
increasingly demanding, to worldwide differences in family policy, how cultural norms shape our experiences at work, our
unequal division of labour at home and why it's so hard for everyone – but women especially – to feel they deserve an
elusive moment of peace.

Crazy Love
“Success lets me and everybody else know that I’m important — that I’m worth loving. Success is how I prove my worth in
this world.” That’s what Mark Joseph thought. He was driven to achieve, and he did. Through his success, he felt loved and
respected. He worked night and day to keep feeling important. But success came at a price. If you’re overwhelmed,
unfulfilled, and running in circles chasing happiness, this is the book for you. You’ll learn, as Mark did, that the
overwhelming pursuit of success stems from our underlying belief that we need to earn love, and that striving for it will
somehow cure our lack of self-love. He’ll show you, through his experiences and those of others, that fulfillment has nothing
to do with success. It comes from knowing that – despite success or failure – you were created by God for greatness, for
love and to be loved. ABOUT THE AUTHOR Mark Joseph is the executive director of the Christian Outreach Office at the
Franciscan University of Steubenville. He and his team share the love of Christ with tens of thousands of people every year.
He blogs, speaks, and helps men and women who feel overwhelmed by life’s struggles to understand that they are made
for greatness.

Relentless Pursuit
The 48 Laws of Power
What kind of life do you want for yourself? What choices will create this kind of life? In his New York Times bestseller
Happier, positive psychology expert Tal Ben-Shahar taught us how to become happier through simple exercises. Now, in
Choose the Life You Want, he has a new, life-changing lesson to share: Drawing on the latest psychological research, BenShahar shows how making the right choices—not the big, once-in-a-lifetime choices, but the countless small choices we
make every day almost without noticing—has a direct, long-lasting impact on our happiness. Every single moment is an
opportunity to make a conscious choice for a happy and fulfilled life. Choose the Life You Want covers 101 such choices,
complete with real-life stories, to help you identify and act on opportunities large and small.
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Breakout and Pursuit
NAMED ONE OF THE 40 BEST BOOKS OF 2016 BY THE NEW YORK POST A New York Times Editor's Choice pick “Ruth
Whippman is my new favorite cultural critica shrewd, hilarious analysis.” —Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author
of Give and Take, Originals, and Option B (coauthored with Sheryl Sandberg) "I don't think I've enjoyed cultural
observations this much since David Foster Wallace's A Supposedly Fun Thing I'll Never Do Again. Reading this book is like
touring America with a scary-smart friend who can't stop elbowing you in the ribs and saying, "Are you seeing what I'm
seeing?!" If you want to understand why our culture incites pure dread and alienation in so many of us (often without
always recognizing it), read this book." —Heather Havrilesky, writer behind "Ask Polly" for New York Magazine and
nationally bestselling author of How to Be a Person in the World Are you happy? Right now? Happy enough? As happy as
everyone else? Could you be happier if you tried harder? After she packed up her British worldview (that most things were
basically rubbish) and moved to America, journalist and documentary filmmaker Ruth Whippman found herself increasingly
perplexed by the American obsession with one topic above all others: happiness. The subject came up everywhere: at the
playground swings, at the meat counter in the supermarket, and even—legs in stirrups—at the gynecologist. The
omnipresence of these happiness conversations (trading tips, humble-bragging successes, offering unsolicited advice)
wouldn’t let her go, and so Ruth did some digging. What she found was a paradox: despite the fact that Americans spend
more time and money in search of happiness than any other nation on earth, research shows that the United States is one
of the least contented, most anxious countries in the developed world. Stoked by a multi-billion dollar “happiness industrial
complex” intent on selling the promise of bliss, America appeared to be driving itself crazy in pursuit of contentment. So
Ruth set out to get to the bottom of this contradiction, embarking on an uproarious pilgrimage to investigate how this
national obsession infiltrates all areas of life, from religion to parenting, the workplace to academia. She attends a
controversial self-help course that promises total transformation, where she learns all her problems are all her own fault;
visits a “happiness city” in the Nevada desert and explores why it has one of the highest suicide rates in America; delves
into the darker truths behind the influential academic “positive psychology movement”; and ventures to Utah to spend time
with the Mormons, officially America’s happiest people. What she finds, ultimately, and presents in America the Anxious, is
a rigorously researched yet universal answer, and one that comes absolutely free of charge.

Emotional Virtue
We know leadership isn't exclusive to corner offices and multimillion-dollar budgets--some of the best leaders are the
mentors and technicians who are more comfortable behind the scenes. But what if being an effective leader isn't just about
having innovative ideas and high levels of productivity? What if becoming a great leader is more about prioritizing selfawareness and people skills than production and performance? Help! I Work with People is not a book about leadership
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theory, but rather a handbook on how to connect with people and influence them for good. With his signature transparent
and relatable storytelling, Chad Veach uses modern research and biblical principles to encourage you to lean into your
leadership potential regardless of your level of influence or experience. In short and easily digestible chapters, he addresses
the three phases of becoming a quality leader: · learning to lead the hardest person you will ever be in charge of--yourself ·
recognizing the power of becoming a people person · creating a culture and environment where the team's shared vision
can grow People are the most important part of life. Let's learn how to lead as if we like each other.

The Handy Little Guide to Adoration
In Pursuit
For the new small group leader, the seasoned leader who feels their small group lacks purpose, or the leader who is itching
to move their small group to the next level, Leading Small Groups with Purpose is the road map to follow. Steve Gladen,
author of Small Groups with Purpose and pastor of small groups at Saddleback Church for more than a decade, takes small
group leaders step-by-step toward a healthy, dynamic group with focus and purpose. Every chapter includes ideas that
small group leaders can implement immediately as well as ways to shape their small groups over time. Gladen helps
leaders define success clearly, develop a personal leadership plan, invite members into the group, and shepherd members
through fellowship, discipleship, ministry, evangelism, and worship. He also includes a chapter devoted to addressing
problems proactively and using them as opportunities for growth. Includes a foreword by John Ortberg and a free small
group assessment tool ($12.50 value).

Siddhartha
Measuring success in social policy -- Coming to terms with happiness -- Enabling conditions and thresholds -- Material
resources -- Safety -- Dignity, self-esteem, and self-respect -- Enjoyment, self-actualization, and intrinsic rewards -- Policy
and an idea of man -- Asking a new question, getting new answers: evaluating results -- Asking a new question, getting new
answers: designing solutions -- Searching for solutions that work: changing the metaphor -- Little platoons -- "To close the
circle of our felicities.

In Pursuit of Elegance
Amoral, cunning, ruthless, and instructive, this multi-million-copy New York Times bestseller is the definitive manual for
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anyone interested in gaining, observing, or defending against ultimate control – from the author of The Laws of Human
Nature. In the book that People magazine proclaimed “beguiling” and “fascinating,” Robert Greene and Joost Elffers have
distilled three thousand years of the history of power into 48 essential laws by drawing from the philosophies of Machiavelli,
Sun Tzu, and Carl Von Clausewitz and also from the lives of figures ranging from Henry Kissinger to P.T. Barnum. Some laws
teach the need for prudence (“Law 1: Never Outshine the Master”), others teach the value of confidence (“Law 28: Enter
Action with Boldness”), and many recommend absolute self-preservation (“Law 15: Crush Your Enemy Totally”). Every law,
though, has one thing in common: an interest in total domination. In a bold and arresting two-color package, The 48 Laws of
Power is ideal whether your aim is conquest, self-defense, or simply to understand the rules of the game.

Grit & Glory
The world needs men to witness to God. You know this instinctively. But still, it may seem like it’s someone else’s job, that
it’s too hard, or that you’re not holy or smart enough. None of that is true. As a Catholic man, you already have the
evidence that can persuade your family, friends, coworkers, and even strangers, sometimes without even speaking a word.
What is this evidence? Christ has touched your life, and you will never be the same. In To the Ends of the Earth: Witness,
author Mark C. McCann shows you ten ways that you can become a powerful and effective witness to the truth of the
Catholic Faith — at home, with your kids, in your vocation, and on the road of life. Through prayer, study, worship, and the
companionship of your brothers in Christ, you’ll discover ways to make this world a better place by being a man who
represents Christ and his Church. -- To the Ends of the Earth is a series of four ten-week studies for Catholic men. Each
week includes a brief but meaty daily devotion, two or three reflection questions that become your action steps, and
Scripture to use in prayer. This daily individual exercise (as well as optional journaling and weekly group discussions)
provides the keys to unlock true transformation so you can become the man God made you to be. Also in this series: • To
the Ends of the Earth: Character • To the Ends of the Earth: Action • To the Ends of the Earth: Legacy

The Pursuit of Wow!
This textbook instructs patrol officers in their roles and responsibilities as first responders, with attention to new and
evolving threats and responses to incidents that have broadened the scope of responsibility of the patrol officer. The first of
the five parts of the book contains four chapters on patrol officer's preparation and conditioning. These chapters focus on
the importance and features of mental and physical fitness and preparing for various police encounters, some of which may
involve a fight for survival. The four chapters of Part 2 address training and equipment. The chapters discuss the principles
of combat shooting, the specifications of intermediate rifles for use in patrol work, specialty impact systems that can be
used as less-lethal force options, and first responders' recognition of explosives. Part 3 consists of three chapters on various
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types of patrol procedures: the use of police dogs in patrol operations, vehicle stops, and building searches. The four
chapters of Part 4 consider patrol responses to critical incidents. One chapter instructs patrol officers in the responsibilities
of first responders at the scene of a hostage/barricade/suicide incident. A second chapter describes the tactic of "immediate
action/rapid deployment," which is recommended for patrol officers who are the first responders to a violent attack in
progress that involves multiple actual and potential victims. A third chapter describes the planning and implementation of
procedures for a unified command when multiple agencies are responding to a mass disaster. A fourth chapter focuses on
knowledge and procedures used by first responders in their handling of disasters caused by terrorists' weapons of mass
destruction. The three chapters of Part 5 instruct patrol officers in preparing for civil litigation that alleges violations of
constitutional rights due to officer actions.

The Wave
Self-care is often misunderstood in our society. Far too many of us dismiss it as selfish pampering, and the results can be
devastating for our physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual health. Real self-care is anything but self-indulgent. It’s an
essential discipline, rooted in the reality of who we are as God’s beloved children. In It’s OK to Start with You, therapist Julia
Marie Hogan, LCPC, makes the case for making self-care a priority — beginning with reclaiming your own worth. Based on
her practice as a therapist, she offers deep insights into the reasons why we neglect to take care of ourselves and provides
needed tools to change our habits of thinking and acting so we can show up fully in our lives and relationships. With step-bystep instructions for building a tailored self-care plan, reflection questions, and note-taking space, this book is the ultimate
guide to becoming the most authentic version of yourself. “Julia Hogan offers a meaningful, faithful, and well-balanced
approach to self-care that we all need as beloved children of God. For years, I’ve longed for a book to recommend to
women that discusses self-care within the Catholic worldview. This is that book.” — Leah Darrow, author of The Other Side
of Beauty Click here to register for the related webcast

Overwhelmed
From Susan Casey, bestselling author of The Devil’s Teeth, an astonishing book about colossal, ship-swallowing rogue
waves and the surfers who seek them out. For centuries, mariners have spun tales of gargantuan waves, 100-feet high or
taller. Until recently scientists dismissed these stories—waves that high would seem to violate the laws of physics. But in
the past few decades, as a startling number of ships vanished and new evidence has emerged, oceanographers realized
something scary was brewing in the planet’s waters. They found their proof in February 2000, when a British research
vessel was trapped in a vortex of impossibly mammoth waves in the North Sea—including several that approached 100
feet. As scientists scramble to understand this phenomenon, others view the giant waves as the ultimate challenge. These
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are extreme surfers who fly around the world trying to ride the ocean’s most destructive monsters. The pioneer of extreme
surfing is the legendary Laird Hamilton, who, with a group of friends in Hawaii, figured out how to board suicidally large
waves of 70 and 80 feet. Casey follows this unique tribe of people as they seek to conquer the holy grail of their sport, a
100-foot wave. In this mesmerizing account, the exploits of Hamilton and his fellow surfers are juxtaposed against
scientists’ urgent efforts to understand the destructive powers of waves—from the tsunami that wiped out 250,000 people
in the Pacific in 2004 to the 1,740-foot-wave that recently leveled part of the Alaskan coast. Like Jon Krakauer’s Into Thin
Air, The Wave brilliantly portrays human beings confronting nature at its most ferocious.

Pursuing Freedom
"In 2015, Dionne Searcey was covering the economy for The New York Times, living in Brooklyn with her husband and three
young children. Saddled with the demands of a dual-career household and motherhood in an urban setting, her life was in a
rut. She decided to pursue a job as the paper's West Africa bureau chief, landing with her family in Dakar, Senegal, where
she found their lives turned upside down. They struggled to figure out how they fit into this new region, and their new
family dynamic where she became the main breadwinner flying off to work as her husband stayed behind to manage the
home front. In Pursuit of Disobedient Women follows Searcey's sometimes harrowing, sometimes rollicking experiences as
she works to get Americans to pay attention to the region during the rise of Trump. She is gone from her family for
sometimes weeks at a time, often risking her safety while covering stories like Boko Haram-conscripted teen girl suicide
bombers or young women in small villages shaking up social norms by getting out of bad marriages. Ultimately, Searcey
returns home to reconcile with skinned knees and school plays that happen without her and a begrudging husband thrown
into the role of primary parent. Life, for Searcey, as with most of us, is a balancing act. She weaves a tapestry of women
living at the crossroads of old-fashioned patriarchy and an increasingly globalized and connected world. The result is a
deeply personal and highly compelling look into a modern-day marriage and a world most of us have barely considered"--

Help! I Work with People
The CSB Everyday Study Bible is an accessible and easy-to-carry study Bible featuring concise study notes crafted from the
award-winning Holman Study Bible, as well as features and foundational study helps to help in Christians to grow in their
faith. This CSB Study Bible for men and women is a size that can be easily carried in a backpack, large purse, or briefcase to
equip readers with a “go-anywhere,” everyday life study Bible to foster daily engagement with God’s Word. The CSB
Everyday Study Bible is ideal for deep bible study, daily reading and to use with your devotionals. This men’s and women’s
study Bible includes a presentation page, book introductions, concise CSB Bible study notes, articles from leading Bible
scholars, 99 “Essential Truths” of the Christian faith, 30 Bible character profiles, 21 charts and illustrations, Two-column
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text, 9.5-point type size, Smyth-sewn binding, Ribbon marker, Concordance, and Full-color maps. Available in British tan
and black leathertouch (similar to an imitation leather Bible). The CSB Everyday Study Bible features the highly readable,
highly reliable text of the Christian Standard Bible® (CSB). The Christian Standard Bible stays as literal as possible to the
Bible's original meaning without sacrificing clarity, making it easier to engage with Scripture's life-transforming message
and to share it with others.

Dark Horse
"What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of questions uniquely
combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cutting-edge scientific research. [The
author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility, distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical
and profound rules for life"--

Small Groups with Purpose
Girl, read your Bible. You can eat all the kale, buy all the things, lift all the weights, take all the trips, trash all that doesn’t
spark joy, wash your face and hustle like mad, but if you don’t rest your soul in Jesus, you’ll never find peace and purpose.
You’ve had enough of the hustle. You’ve given up trying to meet social media’s impossible standards, and you’re done
living a life ruled by busyness. But where do you go from here? For Alisha Illian, it wasn’t until she learned to abide in God’s
truth that she finally found fulfillment. In Chasing Perfect, Alisha shares how God awakened her heart to prioritize what
matters to Him. She’ll help you learn what it means to look beyond each day’s diversions and live in surrender to the Savior.
You’ll see why it’s so important to… separate yourself from the self-first attitude of self-help culture savor each blessing
God has given you schedule—rather than squeeze in—daily time to spend with God You don’t have to keep filling your
calendar to the brim with unsatisfying distractions. Chasing Perfect will help you submit to God and experience His perfect
renewal and rest.

Leading Small Groups with Purpose
As a Catholic man, you are designed with a unique calling. You are meant to guard and protect the most significant things
in life, even to death. This calling is difficult. The only hope in achieving it, with the grace of God, is to live in true freedom.
In Pursuing Freedom: Becoming the Man You Could Be, Thomas Wurtz challenges Catholic men to find this freedom by
embracing eight essential characteristics: the acknowledgement of the spiritual realm, a life of self-control, magnanimity,
humility, resilience, surrender, commitment to mission, and, most of all, love. As you pursue these eight attributes, you will
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begin to achieve the freedom necessary to fully live the profound calling given to you. In this, you can become the man God
made you to be. Click here to register for the related webcast ABOUT THE AUTHOR Thomas Wurtz is the founder and
director of Varsity Catholic, a division of the Fellowship of Catholic University Students (FOCUS) that works with college
athletes. He has been involved in the formation of hundreds of men that have served as FOCUS missionaries. Wurtz is a
graduate of Benedictine College and the Augustine Institute. He was selected as a delegate for the inaugural Sport at the
Service of Humanity Conference at the Vatican. He is the author of Compete Inside: 100 Reflections to Help you Become the
Complete Athlete and hosts the website www.FaithandAthletics.com.

It's OK to Start with You
Five years after she graduated from high school, teacher, youth minister, and sought-after speaker Katie Prejean McGrady
returned to her alma mater in Lake Charles, Louisiana, to teach freshman theology. In the early years of her career,
McGrady’s hormonal, sometimes grumpy, and often confused students taught her what it means to evangelize. Her
frequently witty and always candid stories—and the ten lessons she offers—will inspire anyone who works with youth in the
Church today. As she began her first year of teaching, McGrady was eager to impart the Catholic doctrine she loves to her
class in room 24 at St. Louis Catholic high school, but she was quickly rattled by the magnitude of the task, especially when
she was challenged by a teen who said he didn’t believe. In ten brief and compelling chapters, McGrady shares humorous
and hopeful interactions she’s had with her students that helped her learn that teaching them about Jesus and his Church is
not as important as knowing them, loving them, and inviting them to know and love Jesus as a personal friend and savior.
Her frequent mistakes and occasional successes with her students taught McGrady how to evangelize young people by
building relationships in joyful, humble, and prayerful ways. Likewise, McGrady determined that the power of inviting
conversation, welcoming questions, and witnessing to faith through personal stories engages students and helps them fall
in love with Jesus.

12 Rules for Life
Haemin Sunim, a renowned Buddhist meditation teacher, illuminates a path to inner peace and balance amid the
overwhelming demands of everyday life. He offers guideposts to well-being and happiness, and emphasizes the importance
of forging a deeper connection with others and being compassionate and forgiving toward ourselves.

The Things You Can See Only when You Slow Down
This is the definitive story of the case against Jeffrey Epstein and the corrupt system that supported him, told in thrilling
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detail by the lawyer who has represented Epstein’s victims for more than a decade. In June 2008, Florida-based victims’
rights attorney Bradley J. Edwards was thirty-two years old and had just started his own law firm when a young woman
named Courtney Wild came to see him. She told a shocking story of having been sexually coerced at the age of fourteen by
a wealthy man in Palm Beach named Jeffrey Epstein. Edwards, who had never heard of Epstein, had no idea that this
moment would change the course of his life. Over the next ten years, Edwards devoted himself to bringing Epstein to
justice, and came close to losing everything in the process. Edwards tracked down and represented more than twenty of
Epstein’s victims, shined a light on his shadowy network of accomplices, and uncovered the scope of his sexually
exploitative organization, which reached into the highest levels of American society. Edwards gives his riveting, blow-byblow account of battling Epstein on behalf of his clients, and provides stunning details never shared before. He explains how
he followed Epstein’s criminal enterprise from Florida, to New York, to Europe, to a Caribbean island, and, in the process,
became the one person Epstein most feared could take him down. Epstein and his cadre of high-priced lawyers were able to
manipulate the FBI and the Justice Department, but despite making threats and attempting schemes straight out of a spy
movie, Epstein couldn’t stop Edwards, his small team of committed lawyers, and, most of all, the victims, who were deadset on seeing their abuser finally put behind bars.

Leaving Boyhood Behind
For generations, we've been stuck with a cookie-cutter mold for success that requires us to be the same as everyone else,
only better. This "standard formula" works for some people but leaves most of us feeling disengaged and frustrated. As
much as we might dislike the standard formula, it seems like there's no other practical path to financial security and a
fulfilling life. But what if there is? In the Dark Horse Project at the Harvard Graduate School of Education, bestselling author
and acclaimed thought leader Todd Rose and neuroscientist Ogi Ogas studied women and men who achieved impressive
success even though nobody saw them coming. Dark horses blaze their own trail to a life of happiness and prosperity. Yet
what is so remarkable is that hidden inside their seemingly one-of-a-kind journeys are practical principles for achieving
success that work for anyone, no matter who you are or what you hope to achieve. This mold-breaking approach doesn't
depend on you SAT scores, who you know, or how much money you have. The secret is a mindset that can be expressed in
plain English: Harness your individuality in the pursuit of fulfillment to achieve excellence. In Dark Horse, Rose and Ogas
show how the four elements of the dark horse mindset empower you to consistently make the right choices that fit your
unique interests, abilities, and circumstances and will guide you to a life of passion, purpose, and achievement.

Planning Small Groups with Purpose
What makes a man? This is a question many men in our society today do not feel equipped to answer, because they were
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never initiated into manhood themselves. They do not know how to pass on authentic manliness to their sons, so boys get
stuck in unending adolescence. Everyone suffers from the resulting crisis of male immaturity, and we see its effects
everywhere in our society. Leaving Boyhood Behind shows how we can actually do something to address this crisis. Author
Jason Craig, cofounder of Fraternus, a Catholic mentoring program for boys, walks through each stage of initiation into
manhood, helping readers understand: • What rites of passage are and why they are necessary for men • Christ’s own rites
of passage and initiation • What it means for a young man to put away childhood • The importance of belonging vs.
isolation in the life of men • The important role both mothers and fathers place in initiation • Discipline and the masculine
identity • Living the ultimate rite of passage, and much more “This book is an invaluable resource for all Catholics who care
about the intellectual, physical, and spiritual development of the next generation of men.” — Deacon Harold Burke-Sivers,
author of Behold the Man: A Catholic Vision of Male Spirituality
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